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MANAGING DIRECTOR’s MESSAGE

The aim of our school is to promote a system of integral education in a
congenial child-friendly environment that emphasizes the unity of all
knowledge, synthesizes humanity and sciences and recognizes the fact that
each child is unique. We believe that education should enable the students to
soar high - morally, socially and spiritually. We believe that our students need
to learn that the secret of success and contentment lies in discovering one's
own strengths as well as limitations. At KIPS; priority is also given to the

teaching of critical thinking skills such as reasoning and problem solving, to
help our students to develop the ability to reach sound conclusions based on
observation and information.
KIPS is fully accomplished to provide to its students high standards of learning
through its committed and updated faculty and global infra-structure. Our
teachers are trained by the best in India and abroad, in curriculum design,
pedagogy and assessment. Our school curricula also allows our teachers the
flexibility to adopt innovative methods to stimulate interest and attention
among the students and develop in them an appreciation for the values of the
past, the excitement of the present and the challenges of the future.
We have adopted Total Quality Management to sow the seeds of quality in our
students at an early stage-‘Catch them young’. These future citizens would
thus demand and maintain the same standards of excellence in their life,
career and society. We invite you to join hands with us in this challenge but
highly satisfying task of nurturing your wards.
Yours

Mr. Hira Thakur
Managing Director

PRINCIPAL’s MESSAGE
As the Principal of the school, I feel honoured and privileged to be part of an
educational institution where every stakeholder is a learner and every day is an
opportunity to learn and discover. We look at ourselves as a community of
learners, where everyone learns including our teachers, parents & staff. I
believe in upholding high standards with an absolute commitment to strive to
understand and improve the educational process, using team strategies, while
wholly centering on student achievement.
Our staff fruitfully employs two diverse strategies that are of Love and Logic to
foster a positive learning environment for all our students. Love and Logic may
seem like two contrasting forces. While love helps nurture trusting
relationships, where students feel respected, appreciated and loved by the

teachers, logic helps develop in students personal responsibility, self control,
good decision, making skills, self confidence and character building with high
moral values.
Your child’s learning involves and revolves around an effective partnership
between home & school. We know the stronger the partnership is the more
your child will benefit.
Whilst we know that the information here will give you answers to some of your
questions, we also know that learning is social, and in this context we
encourage you to come and speak to us in person for a more detailed
perspective. I look forward to work with you as we help create a school where
parents are welcome at anytime, students are engaged in meaningful learning
and the staff members are valued and appreciated for their efforts.
As you look into the pages of KIPS MIRROR for the activities which we offered,
you will find answers to the many preliminary questions you may have about
our school, our academic programme and students’ life.
With sincere and warm regards
Dr. Sanjeev Mainra

(Principal)

MESSAGE FROM MANAGING COMMITTEE
Education is a complete process that leads to the attainment of the full
potential of the child. Our endeavour is to equip our students with life-skills to
face the real world - be it planning, organizing, deciding, questioning,
reasoning, analyzing, team-building, communicating effectively or dealing with
challenges confidently.

Our focus is to develop our students as global citizens, with tolerance, respect
and appreciation of diverse cultures and religions for a life-time learning
experience. They should be self-motivated, independent, confident decision
makers to take up a leadership roles in future.
At KIPS; we arm our students with technological supremacy and help them to
integrate with values, morals and our cultural legacy. The school curriculum
has been painstakingly planned on scientific guidelines to provide students
with intellectual stimulation, physical robustness, social adaptability,
emotional independence and leadership qualities. It is our endeavor to
establish a quality – conscious school where……
•
•
•

Excellence is driven by values,
Success is strengthened by ethics and
Modernity is fortified by tradition.

Advocate C.K.Sharma

MESSAGE FROM MANAGING COMMITTEE
Today, the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence
but also to motivate and empower its students to be lifelong learners,
critical thinkers, and productive members of an ever-changing global
society. At KIPS we provided an atmosphere to our students for
multifaceted development, where children are encouraged to channelize
their potential in the pursuit of excellence. This can only be possible in
a holistic, student-centric environment. The talents, skills, and abilities
of each student need to be identified, nurtured, and encouraged so that
he / she is able to reach greater heights. Students need to be provided
with a platform to think, express, and exhibit thei r skills. It is
necessary to empower them to negotiate several issues that confront
them, with the teacher being a facilitator. The school is striving hard
to make the best possible efforts to inculcate strong values combining
with
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Converting every individual into a self-reliant and independent citizen,
the school provides an amalgam of scholastic and co-scholastic
activities.
No wonder, a student harnessed in such an atmosphere has every hope
and possibility of becoming a responsible, balanced and a mature adult
and is able to live in to contribute and to shoulder responsibilities of
the society, of which he forms an integral part. Children need a
supportive environment at home and at school. They need to set goals,
within their reach until they gain confidence and determination. They
should reexamine their priorities, set clean goals and make specific
plans to achieve what they desire. Focusing on specific goals, helps
them move forward purposefully in life. They would, thus, have the
pleasure of watching their dreams into reality.
Mr. Varinder Sehgal

MESSAGE FROM MANAGING COMMITTEE
At KIPS our approaches to learning is child centric encouraging Activity
based learning and inculcating a scientific temper and a spirit of free
enquiry. In our curriculum the student is the primary focus and each
child is involved in the learning process. We are constantly improving
our teaching methodology so that it turns learning into combination of
classroom study, research and scientific discovery.
While academic excellence is our major thrust, the school is also
devoted to prepare the students for life, groom them to face the
challenges of tomorrow, and encourage them to be socially relevant. We
constantly endeavour to always live up to this ideology and inculcate
this into everything we do, with the aim that we will be able to ensure

that the children grow to their full potential, while constantly being
groomed

to

pass

out

as

men

and

women

competent

to

bear

responsibility in all walks of life.
The parents are the most strengthening power in moulding the future
of children. Their consistent support empowers us to do more and
more. I pay my gratitude to them for their faith in us.
I am confident enough that the Kipseans will make themselves stronger
day by day, adding a new leaf to the grandeur of the school.
Mrs.InduButalia

MESSAGE FROM MANAGING COMMITTEE
At Kasauli International Public School, we impart education that is based on
conscience and we rear a breed of young minds that are bustling with self
confidence, motivation and ever ready to take up challenges.
The campus, sports and academic facilities all bear testimony to this effort. In
order to promote an internationally acceptable education, our key focus has
been on faculty development – providing continuous teacher training in order
to deliver real value education and excellence in academics. Teachers are
trained not only to teach well but are also expected to inspire confidence and
trust in their students and become role models. Further, the School inculcates
in the students a respect for tradition and ensures discipline and good
manners.
KIPS encourages students to learn about themselves and their constantly
changing environment, while at the same time offering support and guidance
as they practice decision-making and social skills.
We are confident that this school is the best place for your child. We welcome
your active interest and involvement in the progress and activities of your
child. We look forward to your continuous support.
Dr.Rajinder Kumar Singla

STUDENT EDITORIAL REPORT
I have been a part of this school for many years and witnessed all the good and
unforgettable moments of it. I felt overwhelmed when my name was announced
as the Editor Girl of the school. Being the Editor Girl is really a matter of great
delight. I owe my heartiest thanks to our respected Principal and MD Sir for
considering me worthy of being the Editor Girl and guiding me from time to
time. I also thank all my teachers who have left no stone unturned to carve the
students and help them in their all round development. In the beginning when
this responsibility was given to me I had felt that it was quite a difficult job to
be performed. But very soon I realized that it was not so. It was a great fun
doing so and this responsibility requires a lot of patience. As a man without
patience is a lamp without oil. And for me responsibility and reputation
matters a lot. "When I did well, I heard it never; when I did ill, I heard it ever" is
an old English proverb but has a deep meaning inside. So I always tried my
best to receive well wishes from the teachers, the students also for my job
which I was performing. As an Editor girl, my only goal is to prove myself as a
positive role model in this school so that even when I leave this school the
school will remember me as a responsible & sincere head girl. This badge
means a lot to me; it is a sign of my qualities which I possess, the trust and the
faith which the teachers have on me. I will always try to maintain it as "Trust
like the soul never returns once it is gone."
My goal is always to be inspired and be inspiring
Ms. Sukhmani (XII Science)

CAMPUS
MODIFICATION OF RECEPTION AREA
Many different people walk through your school doors every day – whether it is
prospective students, new members of staff or a parent. A school reception area
is more than skin deep. A friendly atmosphere helps to reflect the character and
ethos of your school. But the reception area has more purposes than just being an
entranceway to our school. Kasauli International Public School also modifies the
reception area to make it very reflecting and great place.

KIPS ACTIVITIES NEWS
STAFF ORIENTATION

Teacher Orientation is important to lay a foundation for the new teachers,
mainly to provide them with concise and accurate information about the ‘how
things are done here’ to make them more comfortable in their teaching tenure.
Orientation encourages the teacher’s confidence and helps them to adapt to the
teaching environment. It contributes to more effective and productive teaching
practices. It promotes communication between the new teachers and the
experienced teachers’ .Every new appointee experiences some level of anxiety
and stress when a job at a new workplace starts. So to reduce the stress and to
help them to speed quickly and learn the ground rules of our institution, a
STAFF ORIENTATION PROGRAMME was conducted in Kasauli International
Public School from 13th February to 15th February 2019. The very first session
was conducted by the worthy Principal. The different strategies and
mathodologies of teaching –learning process were explained. The latest changes
in CBSE curriculum and rules & regulations were briefed to staff members. It
was then followed up by THE TEACH NEXT to upgrade the system and brush
up the existing staff members with the latest smart classroom teaching.

The school once again buzzed with activities on 18th February 2019 as the new
academic session commenced. The first day at school is a milestone for both
parents and child. Whilst you may be going through a mixture of emotions try
not to pass on any anxieties to your child. Most children settle into school
quickly but do not be concerned if it takes a little longer. Even experienced
teachers feel anxious about facing new students at the beginning of each
school year. Just take a deep breath, look around your newly decorated

classroom, double-check those lesson plans, and remind yourself of all you've
done to get the year off to a successful start.

HAVAN

Saraswati is the goddess of knowledge, wisdom, arts, aesthetics, literature, music,
and sciences in Indian culture. She is equivalent to nine muses that were
considered source of inspiration. Every educational institute and organization
associated with education celebrates and observes Saraswati Pooja. Kasauli
International Public School also started the academic session of 2019 with the
pooja and havan. Managing Director Mr. Hira Thakur, Principal Dr. Sanjeev
Mainra with the students of KIPS paid floral obeisance to the idol of goddess
Saraswati. A special assembly was held on this day. It started with the students and
teachers singing the ‘SaraswatiVandana’.
RESHER’S PARTY
KIPS every year organizes a Fresher’s Party for welcoming their new batch of
students. This day of 31st March gives a chance to the students to interact
amongst themselves. This also ensures that the students get a chance to
interact with the Director, Principal, Teachers and old students The spirits
were high as the old students got together to welcome the new batch with footthumping dance and music. With the trendiest and heart throbbing Dance
floor, the party was a fabulous way to kick-starting the academic year for the
students.

SHIVRATRI CELEBRATIONS

Festival of Mahashivaratri has tremendous significance in Hinduism. Our
school students also celebrated the festival on 21st February 2019, by offering
their obeisance to the LORD OF LORDS. They along with their classmates and
teachers visited the nearby Shiv Temple, on foot, enjoyed the auspicious
langar and very happily returned back to the school campus.

12th BOARD EXAMINATION

10th &12th classes (session 2018-19) final CBSE Board examination started
on 1st March 2019. They were blessed with good luck by teachers and
management. A small ritual was conducted before their departure to the
examination centre by teachers to motivate them and to seek the blessing of
almighty God.

OPEN ENGLISH CALLIGRAPHY COMPETITION
A neat and beautiful writing always seeks the attention of others. To develop
awareness and love for good handwriting, handwriting competition was conducted
on 9thMarch,2019 for classes III to XII in the campus of Kasauli International

Public School, Sanwara. All the students participated enthusiastically in the event.
The students were asked to write two pages in the best of their handwritings. They
were judged on the basis of neatness, formation and spacing. The competition
brought out the talent and creativity of the students. The importance of good
handwriting was re-emphasized through the competition. It was a successful event
and 3 (three) students from each section were adjudged winners. The results were
as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position

Mars

IIIrd Position

Earth

OPEN HINDI SULEKH COMPETITION

Hindi Handwriting Competition for different categories of classes was organized
on 9th March 2019. It was a Mass Competition i.e. all the students participated
in it. These days, though a lot of work is done on computers, a great deal is still
handwritten. The pupil who is unable to write quickly and legibly on paper is
still at a considerable disadvantage. He/she wastes a lot of time writing slowly
and if the text is not clear, it can result in a loss of confidence. Handwriting
competitions are organized so that the pupils focus on the often neglected
handwriting skill and put in extra effort for the preparation of the same which
can definitely improve their handwriting and boost their confidence.

DRAWING AND PAINTING COMPETITION

On 16th March 2019, an inter-house Drawing and Painting Competition was
conducted .The topics for paintings were ‘MeraDesh’, ‘Swacch Bharat Abhiyan’
‘Samridha Bharat’ ‘Beauty of Nature’ ‘Symbol of Peace’etc. Students
enthusiastically took part in the competition and made many wonderful
paintings on the given topics. In this event, classes IX-XII students created a
3D structure using biodegradable waste. They used an earthen pot cotton
threads to show how water is important for flowers and plants. This event
concentrates on picturising “our future”.Principal Dr. Sanjeev Mainra was our
able judge on the occasion. The results were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position

Mars and Earth

IIIrd Position

Venus

EXCURSION TO PINJORE GARDEN
An excursion is usually a brief pleasure trip. It is an activity organized by the
school during which students leave the school premises to engage in
educational adventures. Schools are encouraged to adopt the practice of
excursion because of its tendency to add reality to learning experiences which
consequently enriches the courses of study and motivate both teachers and
learners. On 5thMay, 2019, the students went to the famous Pinjore Fun World,
an amusement park to enjoy the whole day. Pinjore garden is very beautiful
garden with very beautiful lighting. Garden has a lot of water fountains and
there are lots of rides for the childrens’. All students were shifting and running
from one slide to another to grab the best opportunity of enjoyment.

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO WAGAH BORDER & GOLDEN CITY
Educational tours are about imparting learning to provide a good base of actual
hands-on experience of history that boosts the mind of every student with more
innovative ideas by discovering varied aspects through travelling. The students
of Classes X-XII Kasauli International Public School, Sanwara, got a golden
opportunity to visit the Golden City of India—Amritsar for a two day excursion
from18thMay,2019 to 20thMay 2019. The trip was indeed a very memorable
one as they visited all the places of tourist interest in the city, that is—The
Wagah Border, Golden Temple and JallianwalaBagh. They were
accompanied by different senior teachers.

Birthday Celebrations
Birthdays are important milestones for children of all ages. At Kasauli
International Public School, we recognize that children enjoy sharing their special
day with schoolmates. All students celebrating a birthday in a particular month are
recognized in a group celebration during the last Saturday of the month. On their
actual birthday, students are given a birthday card along with a birthday chocolate
and toffees .The first get together of the boarder in a birthday celebration function
on the evening of 2nd March, 2019. All were filled with curiosity and joy. The cake
were cut down by celebrities and distributed among all students and teachers. Later
all students enjoyed different folk music and danced on the different beats.
Display Board Competition
An Inter- House Display Board Competition was organized in Kasauli
International Public School, Sanwara on 13thMay, 2019. All students participated
very enthusiastically in this competition. Different themes were given to the
different houses such as:
1. Ideas of smart city & green city
2. Waste Management.
3 Moral values
4. India- The land of colours.

The aim of conducting this competition was basically to develop the skills like
team spirit. Lateral thinking and confidence building among the students. House
captain of each house described the theme to the Principal who was the able judge
of the occasion. The results were as under:
Ist Position

Earth

IInd Position

Neptune and Venus

IIIrd Position

Mars

HOLI FESTIVAL
Holi celebration takes place with a lot of joy and fervour throughout the
country. People of all religions celebrate Holi. Holi helps to bring the society
together and strengthen the secular fabric of our country. Even the enemies
turn friends on Holi and forget any feeling of hardship that may be present.
Besides, on this day people do not differentiate between the rich and poor and
everybody celebrates the festival together with a spirit of bonhomie and
brotherhood. Kasauli International Public School, Sanwara marked the
beginning of the day on 21st March in a colourful way. All students thronged in
basketball ground, immediately after breakfast and collected their packets of
colours from the distribution counter. The boarders lost their patience to throw
the colours on their respectable and lovable teachers and friends. The music
beats and popular Holi songs were bouncing their craze in colours. This helps
in revitalizing relationships and strengthening emotional bonds between
boarders. Holi celebration is also marked as the arrival of spring and the
passing of winter. Students bury their hatchets with a warm embrace and
throw their worries to the wind. Every nook and corner presents a colourful
sight. Young and old alike are covered with colours red, green, yellow, blue,
black and silver. At last sweet Jalebi along with milk was distributed to all
present.

SCHOOL FOUNDATION DAY CELEBRATION

This year the School is stepping to the 09th year and to celebrate this long
mirrored journey, "Down the Memory Lane" on 26th March 2019, the school
had arranged series of events which would be a celebration for its 12th
Birthday. During these 12 years, the school has achieved fathom faith and
support from the nearest ones (trustees, parents and partners) for providing
value-based education to every child through a nourished innovative teachinglearning process. From 2007, the school has been committed to redefining
education for the society to a greater extent, making every citizen a dynamic
nation builder truly imbibed with cultural values and a multinational mindset
which is a great boon to transform India. Keeping in mind, the guidance of the
founder members, who have taken all the unconventional steps to nurture a
dream of "INNOVATIVE VALUED EDUCATION FOR INDIA" which has created
an everlasting distinguished impression on the society, the school has arranged
a special morning assembly on the auspicious day of 26th March, at 8:30 am.
The school Principal Dr. Sanjeev Mainra commented on this wonderful
occasion that the School not only creates the person of success but it also
creates and nurtures the person of value in every student. He also thanked Mr.
Hira Thakur, the Managing Director of the school for his kind initiative to open
the school and provide the platform to teachers- students to accelerate. The
festive lunch with music concert was further added to the attractions of the
day. The volleyball match was played between teachers and students in the
evening for recreation.

ENGLISH POETRY & HINDI POEM COMPETITION

.
“Poetry is the core of literature.”
To spread the fragrance of poetry among the students of KIPS, a recitation
competition was held in English & Hindi on 25th May, 2019 in our school. Each
House offered four participants. Keeping the various aspects of poetry, the
participants came up with the poems of famous English and Hindi poets. The
recital excelled in rhythm, mood, diction and expressions. The victors were
applauded and praised for their capability by our judge.
It was a splendid event that lulled the innocent heart of the toddlers.
The results were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position

Mars

IIIrd Position

Earth

Business Quiz Competition

“Learning gives Creativity, Creativity leads to thinking, thinking provides
knowledge, and Knowledge makes us great. Quiz competitions are always
interesting and informative, which provide excitement among the students and
also make them aware of current affairs. Kasauli International Public School
successfully conducted an Inter House Business Quiz competition in the school
dining hall on 20th July, 2019 for the students of first group STD III to STD
VIII and second group IX- XII in which four different houses with four fervent
participants in each house gave tough battle to each other. Rules and
regulations of the quiz were explained at the beginning. It was interesting fourround competition, including objective questions with options round, buzzer
round and audio-visual round, which engaged the students for more one hour.
The students showcased their brilliance by rapidly answering the questions.
Though some of the questions were very tricky, the teams tried to answer them
with confidence. The questions put forth to the teams were intriguing, exciting
and made the audience goes ‘Aah!’ and clap when the teams answered
correctly. Although the teams participated actively, the team that scored the
most was Neptune House. It was very informative and knowledge enriching
competition for the participants along with the audience.
GROUP DANCE COMPETITION

An inter- house group dance competition was organised on 27th May, 2019 in
the school dining hall. The categories for the competition were ‘Group Western
Dance’ and ‘Group Folk Dance’. The students performed slow motion dance
and we were happily surprised to view a variety of folk dance forms in that
category. Competition was judged by our school Principal Dr. Sanjeev Mainra
.There was a stiff competition among the houses. The first position was

clinched by three houses and second position by the fourth house. The results
were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune, Mars, Earth

IInd Position

Venus

Rakhi Making Competition

Raksha Bandhan is one of the most endearing ways to celebrate the bond between
brothers and sisters, a bond which is one of the deepest and noblest of human
emotions.A ‘Rakhi Making Competition’ was held for the students of Class III –
XII on 9th August, 2019. The students enthusiastically participated in the
competition and came up with very creative ideas. They were judged on the basis
of neatness, creativity and effort put in by them. The results were as under:
Ist Position - Venus House
IIndPosition -Neptune House
IIIrd Position

- Mars House

RAKHI BREAK
Rakhi Break commenced from 10th August 2019 to 18th August 2019. The
students had celebrated party fortnight to mark the memorable event with DJ
beats and yummy food. Students returned punctually after enjoying the sacred
celebrations very cheerfully.

NAVRATRI/ BAISAKHI CELEBRATION

Baisakhi Festival falls on 12th April and marks the beginning of the solar year.
The students of Kasauli International Public School organized a Havan in the
school to solicit the Baisakhi festival and a beginning of first Navratra also on
13th April 2019. People of North India, particularly Punjab celebrate this
occasion to thank God for good harvest. Visit Gurudwaras, Baisakhi
processions and traditional performances are the highlights of the day.
Baisakhi has special significance for Sikhs as on this day in 1699, their tenth
Guru Gobind Singh Ji organized the order of the Khalsa. Understanding the
faith and belief, the KIPS administration organized this particular ritual. The
beginning of spring is considered to be an important junction of climatic and
solar influences.

BAISAKHI BREAK
School had its Basakhi break from 13thApril to 18th April 2019.

EARTH DAY

Kasauli International Public School, Sanwara, celebrated Earth Day on 22nd
April 2019 with a myriad of educational and fun activities. A special assembly
marked the event and a PowerPoint presentation was shown to students.
Pupils expressed their views in English and Hindi speeches and agreed to
prioritize earth protection. Banners and colourful charts were put up, reading

"Go Green'' and "Plant a tree today''. Children learnt the importance of
preserving planet earth.

WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY
As per the direction of Central Board of Secondary Education, KASAULI
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL had special morning assembly on 31st May
2019 in order to highlight and raise awareness among the students, staff and
the community about the deadly habit and health risks associated with the use
of Tobacco. Students enthusiastically and voluntarily participated in poster
making, cartoon making and essay writing. The colourful innovative and
creative charts prepared by the school artists were displayed to exhibit their
talent and skills to all the students of the school. It was highly appreciated and
applauded by the principal who cheered the students and made it solicits by
his benign presence.

INTER HOUSE DECLAMATION CONTEST
This is an event that tests pupils on their ability to spell complex words from
memory as quickly as possible. The Inter-House English Declamation was
conducted on 7th September 2019. This activity also takes a lot of mental skill
and ability to deal with pressure and all our pupils in the contest did
themselves proud. The students spoke on an array of topic. Their efforts were
indeed commendable and made it very difficult for the judges to select the

winners. All the participants were well prepared and their knowledge about
their topics left everyone in awe. Their efforts were indeed commendable and
made it very difficult for the judges to select the winners. All the participants
were well prepared and their knowledge about their topics left everyone in awe.
The Neptune house made a clean sweep by clinching the top position in all
categories. The results were as under:
1st Position

Neptune
HOUSE

2nd
Position

Earth
HOUSE

3rd
Position

Mars HOUSE

SUMMER VACATIONS
The school had summer break from 9th June to 7th July 2019.

JANMASHTAMI
All religions, customs, traditions, fair and festival plays an important role in
countrymen life to promote love, unity and regard for national rituals and
heritage. The festival of “Janmashtami” was celebrated in school on 24thAugust
2019 with great respect and regard for Hindu God. Two students also posed as

TEACHERS’ DAY CELEBRATION
Teachers’ day was celebrated at the school premises on 5th September with
enthusiasm and festivity. Senior students very piously took the charge of the
school as a pupil- teacher. In the latter half, students enacted the roles of their

teachers. On this day students realized what it means to be a teacher and what
it means to control the future of several students in their classes and also
teachers were reminded what it felt like when they were the students. The
students also gifted the token of love and appreciation to teachers and took
their blessings to lead a successful life. They also distributed cakes and sweets
to their teachers and made them feel honoured. Thumping presentation of the
cultural programme as a regard of affection added to the celebration. All were
astonished at the display of their super talent. Apart from the fun aspect of the
day, it is also a day when one can look back, admire and get inspired by
Dr.Radhakrishnan, a small town cunning boy, who grew up to become one of
the most respected politicians in the history of democracy of India. The
function came to end with festive lunch.
“A good teacher is like a candle-it consumes itself to light the way for others”.

NAVRATRA & ASHTAMI CELEBRATION
Navratri, literally interpreted as 'nine nights' is the most celebrated Hindu
festival devoted to Goddess Durga symbolizing purity and power or 'shakti'.
Navratri festival combines ritualistic puja and fasting and is accompanied by
resplendent celebrations for nine consecutive days and nights. In Himachal
Pradesh, the Navratri Melamarks the auspicious occasion of Navratri.The
school celebrated the occasion on 30thOctober, 2019 with KIPS community by
performing sacred havan. The value, importance and the real purpose of
Navratri & Ashtami was also explained to students.

GANDHI JAYANTI
On the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, popularly known as “Bappu”, a
devotional and a great paying tribute assembly was conducted in Kasauli
International Public School, Sanwara on2nd October. The programme started

with “Deepprajvlan” and prayer “Raghu Patti Raghav………” The life portrait of
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was highlighted by students through speeches
and Bhajans. Dr.Sanjeev Mainra Principal laid the tributes by words “Besides,
Gandhiji leadership qualities are worth emulating if you want to be a
successful person, make the difference in your own as well as other people’s
lives by Gandhi ideology.” Inspired students took the pledge to follow the
truthful path in different walks of life. The school management wished and
congratulated all Kipsians on this festival.

SCIENCE QUIZ
31 August, 2019 heralded the inter-house Science quiz competition at Kasauli
International Public School . The event witnessed enthusiastic preparation and
participation. The teams comprised of four participants per house. Five points were
awarded to the team for every correct answer and two bonus points to the team
who correctly answered the question that was passed to them.Although the teams
participated actively, the team that scored the most was Neptune House, which was
followed by Venus House who took the second position. The other two houses,
Earth and Mars, succeeded in opening the account but could not make it to the
finals. There was much jubilation in the winning teams.Kasauli International
School encourages positive competition and hopes to bring out the best in all its
students through such competitive events, while ensuring that the children learn
through all possible ways- not just through books and class-room teaching.
SPORTS QUIZ
An Inter-house Sports Quiz competition was organized by the school on
September 21 ,2019 . The Quiz began with the introduction of the contestants and
explanation of the rules by the Quizmaster for the quiz. The questions put forth to
the teams were intriguing, exciting and made the audience go ‘Aah!’ and clap
when the teams answered correctly. The audience also got a chance to participate
every time the teams answered incorrectly. Every round was a mixed bag with
questions. The final round, the Rapid-fire round gave the teams a chance to catch
up with leaders and put-up a tough fight. A range of emotions were felt in the
auditorium– happiness, sadness, regret and excitement. Everyone waited with
baited breath for the announcement of the final scores. Venus House won the Quiz
Competition scoring 45 points followed closely by Earth House with 35 points.

INTER SCHOOL KAVITA VACHAN PRTIYOGITA
Students of KIPS participated in Inter School Kavita vachan Pratiyogita held on
14thSept, 2019 at Lawrance School Sanawar. Our two students participated in this
competition and out of eleven schools. Our school clinched the third position
trophy.
BHARAT KO JANO PRATIYOGITA
Kasauli Interntaional Public School won the “Bharat ko Jano” competition in
Senior group ‘Bharat ko Jano’ a quiz competition organized by Bharat VIkas
Parishad on 22ndSept,2019 at Parwanoo. Parishad organised the competition to
enrich the knowledge of students about India and Indian Majesties. Students of
KIPS Participated in this Competition very enthusiastically and clinched the
winning trophy.
HUB LEARNING
CBSE is taking a new step towards academic proficiency. To achieve this, it will
consider a group of schools and the community around them as a unit rather than
an individual school. The board’s new concept of a collaborative learning hub
(CLH) envisages five or so schools sharing resources, helping each other in
capacity building, conducting joint activities, facilitating teacher-student
exchanges. To achieve this end Kasauli International Public School conducted a
meeting on 21stSeptmber, 2019. HOL was elaborated through animated films to
show the importance of team work. Dr. Sanjeev Mainra, the lead collaborator of
the meeting elaborated HOL and discussed that schools should not to follow
traditional and conventional methods of teaching. He also stressed on the
upgrading of education system and to overcome all obstacles by sharing the
problems and by learning from each other. Five schools participated in this
meeting.
1.Kasauli International Public School, Sanwara
2. Navjyoti Century School, Kharuni
3. Amravati Vidyalaya, Baddi
4. Golden Valley Public School, Baddi

5. Sunshine Public School, Nalagarh
All Cluster Principals shared their views and schedule of their respective schools.

Rangoli, Diya Making Competition

The students of KIPS participated enthusiastically in Inter -House Rangoli and diya
making competition organized before the Deepawali occasion. The students
participated in four different groups for each competition. The Principal of the
school Dr. Sanjeev Mainra said, “By organising such a competition students are
introduced of the value of our cultures. At the same time skills of creativity and art
innovation can be developed amidst the students in art crafts.”

UPM BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
Inspiration began with softball, which is the main sporting activity .We have also
initiated a collaborative training programme with in the school in order to get
students to undergo professional training. Students of KIPS had a golden
opportunity to participate in UPM Baseball Championship in Malaysia
Kolalampur on 16thJuly to 22nd July 2019. 10 Students of KIPS participated in
this event.

CROSS COUNTRY RACE

At the end of the monsoon term we held our annual Inter House Cross Country
competition, with every child taking part. This is one of our inter House
competitions which aims to increase participation in competitive sport. School
conducted this competition on 28thJuly, 2019. It was flagged off at 6:00am
from school ground and after a long route it ended in school ground itself at
9:00am.Staff were impressed with the levels of enthusiasm, fitness and
commitment to this event . The results were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position Earth
IIIrd Position

Mars

INTER HOUSE KABADDI COMPETITION

Kabaddi is one of the popular games in south Asia, especially in India. The
sport is believed to have originated in the southern part of India and still is a
very popular sport in most parts of India. It is also a sport in which India has
done remarkably well at the international level. The awareness generated by
the Pro Kabaddi League and the enthusiasm of the school coaches transpired
into the students and several students were taken to the liking of the sport
which laid foundation for a very successful inter-house kabaddi competition in

the premises of Kasauli International Public School Sanwara on 3rd August,
2019
The competition was divided in three categories:




Sub Junior
Junior
Senior

Players from each house showed some exhilarating skills and temperament to
make the finals very entertaining for the spectators.
To grace the occasion of the finals and to present the inter-house trophy to the
winners.
The results were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position Earth
IIIrd Position

Mars, Venus

INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL COMPETITION

An Inter House Basketball Competition was conducted in the school premises
from 27th April to 28th April,2019.
Students of four houses namely Earth, Mars, Neptune and Venus participated
in this competition.
The competition was organized to promote the spirit of sportsmanship and to
develop basketball skill among the students. The players were introduced by

the worthy Managing Director Mr. Hira Thakur andPrincipal Dr. Sanjeev
Mainra.
The results were as under:
Ist Position

Neptune

IInd Position

Earth

IIIrd Position

Venus and Mars

INTER HOUSE VOLLYBALL COMPETITION
School was heading towards the most thrilling inter house competition of the
school, the Volleyball competition. The enthusiasm of all the players was quite
visible and contagious during the practice sessions. All were filled with the one
thought: whatever it would be, we all will enjoy the competition to our fullest
and with the spirit of ‘We are one’. Competition was held from 19th May to
20thMay 2019.Before the matches started, the Principal gave his west wishes
and word of encouragement to the teams. Neptune House clinches the trophy
and Mars house seized the second position.

SHOOTING COMPETITION
Shooters of KIPS had a golden opportunity to participate in shooting
competition held at Chamba 22 nd August to 26th August 2019. Our six
students participated in it and did the marvellous performance.

CBSE VOLLEYBALL CLUSTER XVI

CBSE Cluster XVIII Tournament was organized from October 4th to 6thOctober,
2019 in C.R Dav Sr. Sec. School, Dabwali Road Near Udham Singh Chowk (
Haryana). Our school team participated in the event. It was determined and
planned preparation of the event by the students of Kasauli International
Public School, Sanwara. With a relatively young lineup, they made big damages
to big tycoons of the event, who have established masters of it from so many
years. They got the appreciation of everyone. They smashed like the bullet and
thundered like lightning upon their opponents. Each and every team was no
match for them and opponents failed to understand the techniques and
strategies of Kip's team.

DISTRICT SOLAN SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP
The school participated in District Solan Shooting Championship at Tagore
Vanasthali Public School Kuthar on 24th July 2019.

CBSE PRE- NATIONAL SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP AT
AHEMDABAAD

KIPS sharpshooters of the school made the participation in CBSE Pre-National
Shooting Championship at Ahmedabad held from 10thSept to 19th Sept 2019 .All
the school shooters made the quite impressive show and dominated in all the
categories of the event.This competition for Rifle Shooting was for Panchkula
Region (North Zone-II) Districts of Hoshiarpur, Amritsar, Faridkot, Fatehgarh
Sahib, Firozpur, Gurdaspur, Jallandhar, Kapurthala, Ludhiana, Pathankot,
Moga and NawanShehar, Muktasar, Bhatinda, Mansa, Patiala,

Sangrur, Yamuna Nagar, Kurukshetra, Kaithal, Fatehabad ,Sirsa, Chandigarh,
Himachal Pradesh, Ambala, Panchkula, Roopnagar& Mohali participated in it.

KABADDI CLUSTER
Students of KIPS U-19 team participated in CBSE Kabaddi Cluster on 13thSept to
16th Sept,2019 at Deewal International School ,Thana ( Kurukshetra). Players of
KIPS put a tremendous efforts and clinched a IInd position in CBSE Kabaddi
Cluster.
BASKETBALL 41th JUNIOR STATE CHAM PIONSHIP

Players of the school made the participation in CBSE Basketball 41th Junior

State Championship at Kangra on 21stSept to 22nd Sept, 2019. Players of KIPS
exhibit their talent and skill in this event.
ARCHERY NORTH ZONE CLUSTER COMPETITION

Students of KIPS participated in CBSE North Zone Archery Competition on
6th Sept to 30thSept, held at Sunam (Punjab).Our four students participated in this
competition.
VOLLYBALL COMPETITION
Players of KIPS participated in volleyball Competition held at Kalka on 1stOctober,
2019.
BASKETBALL CLUSTER
Students of KIPS participated in the CBSE Basketball Cluster match at Vishwas
Nav Sharda Public school, Bhuna ( Haryana) from 4th October to 5thOctober 2019.

ACADEMIC CORNER

Examination activities are revised in activity calendar/ Almanac for everyone reference:A. The Quarterly Examination will be in first-second week of April with 30% syllabus of
two hours paper of 50 marks.
B. Half Yearly Examination will be in first –second week of June (before summer
vacation) with 50% syllabus of two hours paper of 50 marks (Passing marks 17).
C. Pre- Annual Examination will be in Third-Fourth week of September with 70%
syllabus of two hours paper of 50 marks (Passing marks 17).
D. Annual Examination will be in First –Second week of December with Term Two 50%
syllabus for I to VIII Std and 100% for IX,X & XII Std (80 marks paper for IX & X- Second
Pre Board for three hours) . It is important to note that the Final Examination of X Std.
shall be in month of March along with XII Std. in absolute external pattern of CBSE.
E. The Final Compilation by school or CBSE will be based on best two attempts by student
out of three periodicals. 10+ 10= 20 % will be added as internal assessment and 80%
will be only of Final Examination.
F. There shall be periodical notebook maintenance 5%based on Regularity, Assignment
completion, Neatness & upkeep, Index, Paging & Certification. The average 5 marks will
be converted into the periodic aggregate.
G. There shall be Subject Enrichment Activities 5% based on activities comprising
ASL/Reading/Dictation// Debate/ Public Speaking etc. for languages, Lab
activities/Projects/ Map work/ Model Making/ Field Trips etc for other subjects. The
average 5 marks will be converted into the periodic aggregate.
Kasauli International Public school success depends on the contribution of all students, parents
and staff. We invite you to be an integral part of our growth and success. A good attitude, excellent
attendance and goals for academic achievement will ensure a quality experience for all students.
We wish to educate ourselves, learning from past mistakes and living in the present circumstances,
to envision a future that is pioneering and pragmatic.

Celebrating Success with Champions……

CBSE SR. SECONDARY 2019 RESUT

Celebrating Success with Champians……Heartiest congratulations to students, parents and staff
for continuous meritorious result in CBSE Sr. Secondary Examination 2019…….

C.B.S.E. SR. SECONDARY, 2019 RESULT
12th Class C.B.S.E. result was declared on 2nd May 2019 and Kasauli International Public School
attained 100% result with all first divisions. Total 20 students appeared and 17 students got
above than 70% marks with distinction in various subjects.
MERITORIOUS STUDENTS……………

JATIN SAINI
(Phy.Ed.100,Pol. Sci 97, Geo 89,Eco 80)

88.%

YUVRAJ SINGH
(Phy.Edu. 97. Eco 94, BS 96, Eng 87)

87.4%

SHIVCHARAN
(Phy.Edu. 96, Geo. 88, Pol. Sci 88)

84 %

YUKTA BAJAJ

AKSHU PADHA

SAHIL AHLAWAT

(Phy.Edu 96, BS 95, Eco 91)(Phy. Edu 90,Eco 89, BS 84)(Pol. Sc 95, Geo 80, Eng 79)

NAVNEET SINGH
(Phy.Ed. 91, BS 90)

ANKIT SHARMA
(Phy.Ed. 93)

DEVANSH RUNETTA
(Phy. Ed.91)

NADIKA
(Phy.Ed.94)

ANANT TAYAL
(Phy. Ed.94)

RITIK GARG
( Phy.Ed.82)

SHUBHAM
( Phy. Edu 84)

NISHTHA VERMA
(Phy.Ed.91, Eng 82)

SHOURYA JAIN
(Eng 81, Pol. Sc 91, Phy.Ed.87)

MADHAV JAIN
(Phy.Edu86, Eco76)

NOORPREET SINGH
( Phy.Ed. 81)

ASHISH BANSAL
(Phy.Ed.83)

JATTAN VARSHNEY
(Phy.Edu 80)

GAGAN DEEP
(Phy. Ed.88)

CLASS X RESULT
100% WITH DIFFERENT DISTINCTIONS …………………
100% WITH 106 DISTINCTIONS IN DIFFERENT SUBJECTS …………………..
We assure to deliver impressive results for all class students especially for C.B.S.E board
examinations year after year. We are one of the finest C.B.S.E schools in Shimla hills, which is
known for its outstanding educational services that are based on C.B.S.E Board rules. We serve our
students to get the best academic certification and degree in various stream courses according to
the government norms. Our yearly good track record in all sorts of academic examinations is a
testimony that stands up apart from other schools in this region. We are committed to shape up the
future of our students in a right way and allow them to make their pre- educational base strong for
future endeavors.
TOTAL STUDENTS: 35
PASS STUDENTS: 35
FIRST DIVISION: 33
SECOND DIVISION: 02

STUDENTS WITH FIRST DIVISION

AYUSHI NEGI
90%

GARVIT GUPTA
90%

KARAN JINDAL
89%

AYUSH KUMAR
88.4%

PARTH SINGLA
86.2%

EKLAVYA
81.8%

SIYA
85%

KHUSHI
81.4%

SAHIL KANWAR
84.8%

AJAY KUMAR
80.2%

ASHMAN SINGH
83%

JATIN
80%

NEW STAFF JOINING

School staff plays important roles in ensuring that students are learning in a
safe and supportive learning environment. They can foster positive, trusting
relationships with students and improve school climate by encouraging parent
and family involvement in education. Staff can model positive behavior and
send positive messages to students. The following new staff joined Kasauli
International Public School, Sanwara to strengthen its academic: - Ms. Heena
Thakur joined as PGT Biology, Ms Sunita as PGT Chemistry. Mr. Naveen
Thakur as PGT Geography, Ms. Seema Abrol as PGT Commerce, Ms.
Meenakshi Thakur as PGT Commerce,and Ms. DeepikaThaper as PRT.

CBSE ASSIGNMENTS TO KIPS STAFF

Evaluation can play a key role in school and teacher’s development .Different
senior PGTs were appointed by CBSE for answer script evaluation, Like Ms.
Kalpana Sharma & Ms. Anuradha Gaur for English, Ms Meenakshi Rawat for
Economics , Ms. Meenakshi Thakur for Commerce, Mr. Ravinder Kashyap for
Physical Education and Ms. Seema Abrol for Commerce.

INTRODUCTION OF MANDATORY LETTER WRITING HABIT
In order to inculcate the English Writing habit and to access the spellings
mistakes, the Letter Writing was introduced in the curriculum classes with the
aid of language teacher on alternate Saturdays’. It also strengthens the better
communication ties with parents by boarders of the school. This effort of the
school also accelerated the cursive skill of the pupils.

PARENT –TEACHER INTERACTION

It is extremely important to have good working relationships between parents
and teachers. The school conducted PTM with parents. It is vital that both
parent and the teacher know the goals for the child/student. It is extremely
important to keep the doors open and welcome parents to share the
educational goals of the students. At the end of the every academic and co-

curricular activities Parent-Teacher meeting is conducted for the healthy
relationship between the Teachers and Parents. The Meetings were held on
every second Saturdays’ of the month and following points were discussed
1. Likes and dislikes of the students.
2. Handling of homework for day boarders.
3. Discussion on routines and rules of the school.
4. Progress of the child and how to rectify their mistakes.
5. Behavioral problems and working strategies if any.
6. Always encourage the child with a positive attitude.
7. Students preferred learning activities, their interest and areas of concern.

DISTINGUISH DIGNITARIES VISIT SCHOOL
Mr. Rajender Singh Negi IAS –Member Public Service Commission Himachal
Pradesh Government-Shimla, Mr. Ashish Kohli Director Sarv Shiksha AbhiyanHimachal Pradesh Government Shimla, Mr. Harish Sharma- Addl. IAFA- CBSE
New Delhi, Mr. Pushker Vohra Assistant Professor and Joint Director - CBSE
New Delhi, are few star names who made their distinguished visits to school in
current session 2019.

CBSE PERODIC INSPECTION
Kasauli International Public School, Sanwara was inspected was on 5 th June, 2019.
Mr. Piyush Punj Principal of Swami Vivekananda Millennium School, Pinjore was
the inspector for this occasion. Management, Principal, Staff and Students were
pleased to hear that in his judgement inspector felt “in the KIPS children share
positive relationships with their key person” and that “class teachers
develop strong pastoral links with pupils”. While the Inspectorate observed that
children in the KIPS “make good use of varied equipment” it was recommended
that we ensure the balance of adult-led and child initiated activities throughout the
week. Inspector considered that the school had “high aspirations for boarding” and

that boarding students “appreciated the opportunities to study in orderly
surroundings”. He also noted that “Pupils feel that they are well looked after and
confirm that there is access to a range of appropriate adults to discuss personal
issues”.
SCHOOL ALUMNI
Friendship that stands the test of time with life embodied experiences is in
every sphere of life. The KIPS experience is an enduring one that continues
long even after school time and alumni across the globe help us to celebrate
the relationship they have with KIPS. The alumni office of the school tries to
ensure enhanced connectivity with and between the alumni community, while
maintaining global family. Our goals include planning and implementing
programmes and projects for alumni, forging lasting relationships between
former students, staff, and parents, and ensuring constant connectedness
with the school. We can now access a more integrated alumni network which
will include a professional social media platform that is career focused and
connects alumni around the world. Everyone get sure the detail feed back to
the institution in order to check out new professional social network.
ALUMNI HIGHLIGHTS (ABROAD)
S.NO

NAME OF ALUMNI

BATCH

CLASS

STATIONED AT

PURSUANCE OF COURSE

1

DAKSH JOLLY

2013

X

USA

MBA

2

HARDEEP SINGH

2014

XII

AUSTRALIA

LLB

3

MANMEET KAUR
BRAR

2014

XII

CANADA

LLB

4

SAHEBBIR SINGH

2015

XII

CANADA

BBA

5

HARNEET KAUR

2015

XII

CANADA

B.COM

6

HARMAN SINGH
SANDHU

2017

XII

CANADA

BBA

7

RAHUL BAINS

2017

XII

CANADA

LLB

8

YASHVEER RANA

2018

XII

CANADA

LLB

9

DILPREET SINGH

2018

XII

CANADA

LLB

10

SHARDHA

2018

XII

CANADA

LLB

11

HARSHPREET
TURNA

2018

XII

CANADA

BBA

12

AMRINDER SINGH

2018

XII

CANADA

LLB

ALUMNI HIGHLIGHTS (INDIA)
S.NO

NAME OF ALUMNI

BATCH

CLASS

STATIONED AT

PURSUANCE OF COURSE

1

UMESH THAKUR

2013

XII

MANAV BHARTI

LLB

2

VANIE SINGH

2014

XII

HPU SHIMLA

M.Sc (Botany)

3

MANPREET BRAR

2015

XII

PU, CHANDIGARH

LLB

4

KAJOL SHARMA

2015

XII

GREEN
HILLENGINEERING
COLLEGE,SOLAN

CIVIL ENGINEERING

5

KAPIL JAGAT

2015

XII

MMU, MAULANA

LLB

6

RAHUL KUMAR

2018

XII

CU CHANDIGARH

LLB

